Spatially homogeneous chemical reaction systems with one or two intermediate reaction products and with autocatalytic reactionsteps are considered. Because of their non-linearities, such open systems show already primitive forms of self-organization. In order to express the "information" contained in the structures occuring, a theory is developped for measuring that quantity by help of a fictive detector: In treating the stochastic reaction kinetics in the Fokker-Planckequation approximation, expressions are derived for the averaged amount of information one gets by doing a measurement with the detector and for the temporal conservation of the message being detected. This concept is applied to a one-component reaction scheme that exhibits a nonequilibrium phase transition of second order resulting in bistability of the steady state. When pushing this reaction system from the near equilibrium side through its critical region to bistability, a certain amount of information becomes quasi conserved, thus giving rise to a definition of the degree of order of a self-organizating system. The problem of how the reaction system can be integrated into a greater chemical network as a "bit"-generator, is discussed. To explain what is necessary for the onset of a hard mode instability giving birth to limit-cycle behaviour, a two-component reaction scheme is constructed by superposing onto reaction steps causing conservative concentration oscillations those reactions of the former model system which are responsible for the instability occuring there. By applying the information formalism, again, a quasi-conservation of information is indicated, but with respect to a much smaller time scale. The consequences for using oscillating reaction models as an information pump within a network, and the necessity of a feed-back mechanism in order to get real information storage, are shortly mentioned. Finally, a one-component reaction scheme is outlined that shows successive phase transitions, each of these instabilities bringing out a higher degree of organization.
Introduction
For describing phenomena of Nature, one has to distinguish between conservative and dissipative structures [1] . The former are directly induced by conservative interaction forces as is the case, e.g., for lattice structures of crystalline materials, the arrangement of atoms within macro-molecules of living matter, or the movement of our planetary system periodic in time. In principle, these structures are well understood by now. Dissipative structures [2, 3, 4, 5] , however, which became subject to theoretical investigation only recently, appear, e.g., in chemical or biochemical reaction systems with autocatalytic or enzymatic reaction steps (anorganic Belusov-Zhaboutinsky reaction, temporal periodic concentration variation during the reduction process of sugar by glycolysis), but also in fields dealing with other things like cellular * This work was partially supported by a fellowship of the Max-Planck-Gesellschaft (MPI für Biophysikalische Chemie, Göttingen-Nikolausberg).
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0340-4811 / 79 / 0800-0915 $ 01.00/0 populations (formation of a plasmodium by slime molds) or hydrodynamic transport phenomena (Benard problem). These structures can be defined as states organized in space, in time, or in space and time, which come into being within open systems only far away from thermodynamic equilibrium and which are maintained by permanent dissipation of energy. More exactly, these structures are separated from thermal equilibrium by a discontinuity, i.e., by a kinetic (non-equilibrium) phase transition [6, 7] .
Apparently, there seems to be a contradiction between the second law of thermodynamicswhich, because of its statement of irreversibly increasing entropy, is looked upon as a law of decreasing organization, i.e., of vanishing structure originally fixed by some initial conditions -and the fact of increasing organization, i.e., the production of more and more complex structures by the evolution process [8] . The theory of dissipative structures can help to close this gap of understanding. Although the macroscopic spatial structures predicted should not be the key for the formation of functional order in evolution of life, it rather is the underlying mechanism of non-equilibrium thermodynamics that is essential and that has to be translated from the real (geometrical) space into a language based on coordinates which already incorporate the functions of macromolecular structures such as nucleic acids and proteins [9] .
In this framework, the notion "information" is of central meaning because it is just a quantity that can be interpreted as an integral form of the highly complex real space structures within living matter and of their functional aspects. But if we want to bring the evolution process into a strictly mathematical formulation, we meet with the following difficulty: In the field of self-organization, not the amount but rather the value of information is important [10, 9, 1] , whereas the mathematical information measure developped in communication theory is only dedicated to syntactic (the amount), but not to the semantic or pragmatic aspects of "information" [11, 12] . Till now, a description including the value of information was only possible in some special situations [13] as, e.g., in the selection model proposed by Eigen [9] .
It is not the aim of this paper to go deeper into the biological problems quoted above. We return to open systems that are as simple as to show first steps of self-organization of matter, and we intend to contact information theory not only to the statics (i.e., the steady state behaviour) of open systems, but also to the dynamic properties, as closely as possible. For this purpose, we exclusively deal with common mathematical theory of information and we will see how the increase of the amount of information is correlated to nonequilibrium phase transitions [14] . On the other hand, also here, the question about the "value" of information automatically comes out when the open system is treated as an element of a network of open systems. However, we will be able to answer this problem in a quite natural way (cf. Section V.4).
In order to have some concrete model systems for discussing information containment in open systems, we deal with chemical reaction systems including autocatalytic reaction steps. Their disposition is assumed to be of the following kind: The concentrations a, b, ... of the initial substances A, B,... and the concentrations e, f, ... of the final products of the reaction, E, F, ... are stabilized from outside at constant values throughout the whole reaction volume. The concentrations x, y, ... of the intermediate molecules X, Y, .... however, move freely due to the reaction kinetics. Here, we restrict ourselves to systems with only one or two degrees of freedom (i.e., with one or two intermediates) which are characterized by fast diffusion processes and thus can be treated as spatially homogeneous reaction systems. Consequently, we only have to speak about non-equilibrium phase transitions giving birth to multistable steady states and to dissipative structures organized in time (i.e., to limit cycles).
It is the author's intention to make this paper self-contained and to keep it legible to a wider group of readers. Therefore, facts about information theory, reaction kinetics, stochastics, and phase transition phenomena, already well known, are reviewed to an extent as just is necessary. It is tried to put together these disciplines, and to make further development, in a transparent manner, using a mathematical formulation as simple as possible. This paper aims to present the problem of self-organization in a unified "information picture", hoping that this framework can help a little to find out a more general information concept capable of including functional aspects.
I. Mathematical Definition of Information
Before going into discussion of information containment in chemical reaction systems we should place together the basic concepts of information theory [11, 15] ,
The Classical Information Concept
We consider a system called Sjv which is characterized by a set of N microstates (pi, i= 1, ..., N. To begin with, we assume to have no knowledge about the actual state of the system except that it will be in one of the possible microstates at any definite time. Then, the information we will get by a measurement testing the actual state of SN is given by [16] J{N) = \dN (1) (with Id N =def log2 A so that the unit of J is just one "bit"!). This information measure has the following properties:
i) J (n) is a positive definite function monotonously increasing with the number n of possible microstates.
ii) J (n) | ra =i = 0: If we know that $jv can stay at only one of the cpi, a following measurement will give us no further information.
iii) J(n) is an additive (extensive) quantity: If we take a second system SM with M microstates cpx in addition to SN without SN and SM coming into interaction, the combined system SN X SM possesses M • N microstates (cpi,cpk)• Then, a measurement determining the actual state of SN X SM gives the information
In most cases we have somewhat more prior knowledge about the system, namely, e.g., that SN prefers some of the cpt while the other states are realized with a minor probability. Describing that by a probability distribution PN -(pi,P2, PN) where pi is just the probability for finding SN in N state cpt (with normalization ^pi=\\), we may i = 1 ask for the amount of additional information we now get by measurement. Averaging over all possible events of the measurement, that information is given by [17, 18] .
(2)
This expression is smaller than J(N). Only when P N approaches equipartition, i.e. pi = Nfor all i, J (PN) reaches its maximum and becomes equal to J(N). Thus, the quantity can be regarded as an information measure for knowing the distribution PN • It should be remarked that there is a close connection between "information" and the entropy in statistical mechanics [4, 19] . But here we omit a detailed discussion because it is of no use in the context of this paper.
The Concept of Information Gain
Till now, we implied that there exists a detector being able to perceive exactly the momentary microstate of SN . In the case of chemical reaction systems treated here, however, this requirement surely is not fulfilled: The microstates are labeled each by a fixed number of the intermediate molecules within the reaction volume. This number fluctuates very rapidly so that any realistic detector can only give the mean value of that number with respect to the time interval necessary for the measurement, or, perhaps, the mean square of the corresponding fluctuations, i.e., we get the first moments of a frequency distribution PN, detect • In order to express the gain of information we get with regard to our prior knowledge of PN when detecting PN, detect, it is not ingenious to determine this quantity K (PN, detect!PN) simply by the difference between J(PN, detect) and J(PN) '-for instance, if we assume PN, detect and PN to be distributions of the same shape, but separated from each other -e.g.,
is zero, i.e., a detection of a distribution highly improbable with respect to PN would give us no information. That, however, is of no sense in the framework of information theory. For the definition of K (PN, DETECT!PN), we can argue in the following way: The uncertainty of the event of "SN being in cpi" is given by -Id pi before measurement and by -Id PI Y detect afterwards. By averaging (-Id PI T detect) -(-Id Pi) over P N , detect, we get a quantity for the loss of uncertainty during the measurement, or, as the complementary (signreversed) quantity, the information gain [20, 4] 
This functional -which is equal to K* (PN, detect) of Eq. (3) in the equipartition case PI = -has only positive values and becomes zero only if PN, detect and PN are identical distributions.
As in relation (2), we also here want to have an information measure that is independent of actual results of a measurement. Therefore, we have to consider all possible detector outputs PN, detect (j) and to average over all corresponding information gains, K (P N , detect (J) I PN), by use of probabilities Pd(j) for the distributions PN, detect (j) occuring as output,
} Here, a stands for the set of characteristic detector parameters. An example of how to define and calculate the PN, detect (?)'s and the ^d(?)'s as functions of a and the dynamic properties of the reaction system, will be shown in the next section.
For this problem, at this stage, we only remark that, if the detector is an ideal one (is able to indicate single microstates), the distributions PN, detect (j) become equal to the Kronecker Delta dij and the pa(j) are given by pj. Inserting this into Eq. (5), the expression J("ideal"/Pjv) becomes, as it should be, identical to J(PN) of Equation (2) . In the case of macroscopic systems, the number of microstates (here: the maximal number of molecules within the reaction volume) is very large (~ 10 22 ) and thus, in order to simplify the mathematical procedure, it is allowed to replace the discrete index i by the continuous variable x (here denoting the concentrations of the intermediate substances) and the probability distributions PJV by density functions g (x) . Limiting x to the interval 0 x ^ 1, we have x\ = i • N(Ax -N~x!) and, because of the normalization that has to be required also for q (a;):
N -+ oo
In contrast to the information measure J(Py), there is no difficulty to transform the expression for the information gain into the language of continuous functions:
Regarding that there may be also a "continuum"of possible detector outputs ^detect (%/z), the continuous version of the quantity J(a/Pjv),
-oo then yields an information measure which is primarely dependent on the kind of the detector and, as we will see in the next chapter, on the kinetics of the system considered, but which is no longer a direct function of the system size, as it is the case for J (PN)-
II. Relating Information Theory to Chemical Reaction Systems
In order to explain the procedure to be employed in the following chapters in some detail without any avoidable mathematical complication, we start with the simplest reaction scheme [3] being possible within the framework outlined in the introduction:
i.e., the molecules of the initial substance A may be transformed into X-molecules by help of a catalyser, and then, induced by another catalyser, the intermediate X-may change into the final ^-substance. In the framework of deterministic reaction kinetics [21, 5] , the concentration of the X-substance within the reaction volume obeys the rate equation
and the rates for increase and decrease of the number of X-molecules are given by
For externally fixed a, b, v(x) has one zero point, x = XQ . Because of v (x) > 0 for X<XQ and v (x) < 0 for x>xo, the concentration xo denotes a stable stationary solution of Eq. (9) -called the steady state -that the reaction system will approach when the time t goes to infinity, irrespective of the initial value of the X-concentration, z(<o)-
II.1. Master-equation Approach
Now, it is our task to introduce concentration fluctuations by a stochastic treatment. We will do this by help of the so called "birth and death process" [22, 3, 4, 23, 30] . For this purpose, instead of the continuous variable x, we return to the number of X-molecules within the reaction volume, nx, and denote the probability of finding just nx molecules at time t by p(nx\ t). The time-development of the system is determined by
where the W n _ n ' (T) are the conditional probabilities that the system is in state "n"' after the tini3 interval r if it was in state "n" at time t. (Nxnumber of A'-molecules when the reaction volume V is filled only by the X-substance; for convenience, we introduce a length scale so that Nx = V.) The transition probabilities \V n _ yn -(x) can be related to the reaction kinetics in the following way: For small r, the probability that the reaction system (8) produces one new X-molecule during r ("birth") is given by VR+xt, while the destruction of one X-molecule ("death") is of probability VR-xt. Due to the factorization of the joint probability in the case of a set of statistically independent events, the probability for creation {annihilation} of v molecules can be approximated
Inserting this into Eq. (11) and taking the limit r -> 0, we get the master equation 6
i.e., here, only the probabilities for microstates being directly in neighbourhood to each other are dynamically coupled. Because of the coefficients of this master equation being independent of time and of the actual distribution p(n;t), Eq. (12) determines a stationary Markovian process [24, 4] .
Stationary Solution and the Property of Decreasing Mixing Distance
The solution p{nx', t) of a stationary Markovian process tends to a stationary limiting distribution \m\p(n x \t) = Pooinx).
t-*oo
In the case considered here, this distribution can be calculated in a totally algebraic manner by using the principle of detailed balance [25, 4] -1) -• tlx Poo (n x -1)
Because of
this yields a Poissonian distribution p^inx) = C(15)
where C is a constant preserving the normalization of Poo(wx)-(I n the cas e of reaction systems with more than one intermediate substance (cf. Chap. V), detailed balance is no longer guaranteed [26] so that other procedures are necessary for evaluating the stationary solution Poo(nx) [27] .)
In order to characterize the dynamical behaviour, the quantity
nx -0 has been introduced [28] . For every stationary Markovian process, this /C-functional which has the mathematical meaning of information gain (see Chap. I!), decreases monotonously when time is going on. (For that reason, the iC-functional has been proposed as a basis for determining the entropy in open systems far away from thermal equilibrium.) A more stringent characterization of the Markovian property we get by the statement that all the functionals
with any arbitrary convex function G (u) -and not only the "negative entropy" K where G = u • In udecrease monotonously with time t. This property is called the principle of decreasing mixing distance [29, 31] .
Reduction to a Fokker-Planck Equation
For the sake of simplicity of the mathematics, we return to a continuous description again: nx F _1 -s-x, Vp{nx; t) t). Inserting this into Eq. (12) and expanding the functions R±x{xzt^/V) and Q{X t) up to terms linear and, respectively, quadratic in the deviation ± 1/F, we arrive at the Fokker-Planck equation
Our motivation for doing this expansion is based on the requirement that the approximation shall be as good as to result in a Gaussian distribution in the case of normal fluctuations [3, 26, 30, 32] . In this case, the concentration fluctuations scale as
where the mean square fluctuation of <| 2 >, is of the order of unity [33] . (<x{t)) denotes the mean l value \ x o(x; t) d.r, and for the definition of <£ 2 > o see Equation (22) .) Introducing the ^-coordinate into Equation (18):
in leading order of V, we get = »«sr(0>) ef (19) Thus, the dynamical behaviour of the mean value can be separated and is governed by a law identical to the rate equation of deterministic reaction kinetics. To next (smaller) order of V, there appears a modified Fokker-Planck equation
which, indeed, has a Gaussian distribution as its solution
The time development of the corresponding mean square fluctuation 
we arrive at a hierarchy of differential equations connecting the moments of g(x\t) to each other. Since this hierarchy is based on the Fokker-Planck approximation of Eq. (18) 
Definition of the Information Measure
After we have roughly collected the basic features of the stochastics of a chemical reaction system, we are now able to get contact with the formulae of information theory outlined in Chapter I. In its continuous version, the probability distribution Px introduced there (that comprises the prior knowledge about the system) is most reasonably identified with the limiting distribution, ^(.r), of the Markovian process, because only ga 0 (x) is uniquely defined by the boundary conditions (concentrations of the initial and final substances, temperature), the kind of the reaction procedure (parametrized by the reaction constants fcQ) and the nature of the stochastic process.
In order to express possible detector outputs ^detect ( x l z ), we assume the detector to be almost ideal in that sense that it needs some time interval r for the measurement, but has the ability of a total resolution within the x-coordinate. If the concentration of the X-molecules is exactly given by x(to) = z at the time t = to, during the interval to < t < to + T, the detector then records the frequency distribution
T to with the "integrand" being fixed by the initial condition g (x, £0) = d{x -z) and the time dependence of g (x, t) being developped by the reaction stochastics. On the other hand, the probability of getting just that "output," Od(z), is equal to 0^(2), because g^ (x)\ x = z is the probability distribution for finding the system at x -z at time £0» if assume the concentration fluctuations to be in their stationary regime so that they have already become independent of the initial preparation of the reaction system. This definition of the probability distribution Od (2) corresponds to the experimental situation that we repeat the detector measurement again and again in the course of time, receiving a series of detector outputs, gdetect(x/v), v=l,2, ... . If the reaction system was prepared at time t = 0 with the initial X-concentration £ = :r(0), according to the stochastic reaction kinetics, the ar-values at later times become random numbers governed by a probability distribution g (x; t) which obeys the initial condition g(x, 0) = 6(x -a;(0)). Therefore, the probability density that the v-th detector output ^detect (x/v) measured within the time interval to,v<t<to,v-\-r is identical to gdetect(x/z) of Eq. (28), is given by £(2; to, v )-Averaging over all detector measurements, the probability of finding the output Odetect {x/z) is given by
''max -> OO ^max v=l and, hence, is indeed independent of the initial preparation of the reaction system. The reason is that g (x; t) tends to the limiting distribution £00 {x) irrespective of its initial form (this is guaranteed by the Markovian character of the stochastic process) and, in the summation of the above relation, the terms of g (x; t) deviating from Ooo (x) are dominated by the g^ (x)-terms in the (r max limit.
Because of the difficulties of a general analytic evaluation of Eq. (28) , in all that follows, we roughly approximate the integral by r • o (x; to + r/2), ^detect («/«) ^ g (x; to + r/2) with g(x;t 0 ) = d(x -z).
(28a)
In the case of the reaction scheme (8), from Eqs. (19), (22) and by using the initial conditions <x(<o)> = z, a{to) = 0 and setting approximately D(x) =D(xo), we get for the time dependence of the first and the second moment of g(x; t) and, hence, for those of ^detect (x/z) when t = to + r/2, (30) where the second part is obtained by expanding the exponential for small r. Here, we find the reaction constant combination | v\ \ -U}} + ttj? as the only parameter of the reaction system that enters the information measure chosen here. For the | v\ | as well as the r-dependence of J{T/g 0 o), we can state that J decreases monotonously when | v\ \ and/or r become larger, and reaches zero when | v\ | T goes to infinity.
11.5) Conservation of Information
Till now we only asked for an averaged amount of information we get by doing a measurement . To be straight forward, the next question is: How longare chemical reaction systems able to conserve a special message just detected by measurement For this purpose, quite analogously to the definition of the information gain in Chapter I. we determine information loss in the following way: The uncertainty of the event that the system is in microstate <pi. is given by -Id p^detect just after the measurement (finished at time t#) and by -Id p\ (t) for later times t (where p t (t) obeys the initial condition pi{t*) = pi,detect)-By averaging (ldp«(0 -Id pi,detect) with respect to /^detect, we get the negative of the increase of uncertainty, i.e., the loss of the information that was contained in the detected message PA
,detect:
S {PN (T) I PN, detect) = 2 PI' detect Id i = l ^i,detect (31) Adding S{P N {t)IPN,detect) and
averaging over all possible detector outputs PN,detect (?), and translating into the language of continuous variables, we then have the quantity
J(oc/ooo; t -t*)
(32)
where g(x; t) is developed by the stochastics of the reaction kinetics under the initial condition g (x; )
The time dependence of this information measure describes the conservation of a message (detected at time t#) by the reaction system at later times t, averaged over all possible messages the system might be able to communicate to us at t* via a particular detector characterized by a.
For the evaluation of the expression (32), again we set gd(2) = eoo(z), gdetect {xIz) = g (x: t 0 +^r),
must be equal to Odetect(-r /z)! -where g {x; t) obeys the initial condition o {x; to) = 6 (x -z). For the reaction scheme (8), the first and the second moment of g(x;t) are already written down in Equations (29) . After some algebra, the integration of Eq. (32) yields
The graphic representation of this quantity is shown in Figure 1 . Explicitly, it should be noted that the information measure (32) is not identical to an averaged if-functional. where g (x; t) again fulfills g (x; t^) = detect ( x l z ) • The main difference is that J(r/goo; t -t+) has a vanishing initial slope,
t~t m whereas K starts already with a negative slope. Therefore, as is shown in Fig. 1 for the special reaction scheme (8), the information measure J(rjgoo \ t -t^) has values greater than those of K every where.
III. One-Component Reaction System with Bistability
The reaction kinetics of chemical reaction systems are generally much more complicated than was the case for the system treated just before. In order to attack some basic features of that more complex behaviour, it is, as already mentioned in the introduction of this paper, useful to consider reaction schemes exhibiting simple non-equilibrium phase transitions. We start with the scheme Fig. 2 ) so that small deviations from the stationary solutions will be removed by the reaction kinetics at once -whereas the solution XQ is unstable against deviations. As shown in Fig. 2 , this bistability disappears and is replaced by only one stable stationary solution if the concentration of E is changed by a certain amount: With increasing e, xSt-and xo move together, by this a; S) _ becomes unstable and then disappears. For a decrease of e, the same is true for and XQ. If the steady state a: Si + is Fig. 2 . In the case of fixed reaction parameters k^) and fixed concentrations of the initial reaction partners A, B, the total reaction rate v (x) = R+x -R-x of the intermediate molecules X is shown as a function of the X-concentration. For the concentration of the final substance E, we chose 6i>ecoex> 62 = e C oex, an( f ^3< c coex (cf. Equation (38) ).
denoted as phase I of the reaction system, and xStas phase II, then a similarity of the behaviour of these steady states to first order phase transitions [36] becomes apparent. Furthermore, when the space dependence of the a;-variable and the effect of diffusion processes are really taken into account, one can prove [35] that the reaction model in question is able to show coexistence of phases I and II. The condition for coexistence can be formulated in a similar way as is done by the Maxwell construction in the case of the Van-der-Waals gas:
(see also [4] ).
III.l) Non-Equilibrium Phase Transition of Second Order; Order Parameter Concept
In the course of this paper, we are "interested" in another kind of phase transition that, e.g., occurs in the following way: Up to here only the concentration of ^-molecules has been varied; we now fix e by the above coexistence condition and treat the dependence of the reaction system on the B-concentration for a given A-concentration. On the coexistence line, the steady states x s> -and + are symmetrically placed around XQ, values. Correspondingly, xs, + and xSr~ move together, coincide with .ro and then, because of their imaginary parts, lose their character as stationary solutions indicating steady states (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore, in the region b>bc, the only steady state remaining is given by #0. (It should be noted that the Maxwell construction used above naturally is of no meaning in the region b > bc, but, as can be shown directly from v(x), the results deduced by it (Eqs. (39) and (40)) can be continued into that region, giving just one branch of solutions being possible there.) This abruptly changing behaviour of the steady state constellation at b -bc makes it obvious to denote bc as a "critical point" at which a second order phase transition [36, 4] takes place. The characteristic feature of this transition is some kind of symmetry breaking. This can be best visualized when writing the rate equation for the X-concentration in a form usual in time-dependent Landau theory [4] ,
where
is the non-equilibrium analogue of the free energy.
In the language of the variable q, for b>b c , the steady state is given by qs = 0. At the critical point, this stationary solution becomes unstable and branches into two steady states ("bifurcation" of the stationary solution [3] ) so that g Si + = A, g s> _= -A for b<bc. On the other hand, F(q) is invariant against replacing q by -q and, hence, also the differential equation (41) is. But just this inversion symmetry is broken by the solution of Eq. (41) within the regime b<bc, because q(t) tends to either the steady state £ s>+ or the other one, ;z S) _.
In order to have an indicator for the onset of symmetry breaking, in the Landau theory of equilibrium phase transitions [36] , it is usual to introduce an order parameter which is zero above and has values different from zero below the critical point. In the non-equilibrium situation considered here, q(t) is called the order parameter [4] . Treating its time-dependence in linear approximation, above the critical point, we obtain the relaxation behaviour
When the system approaches the critical point this relaxation process becomes slower and slower ("critical slowing-down") and the steady state qs = 0 becomes unstable at the critical point b = bc (=a = 0). Since the non-equilibrium phase transition of the reaction system is connected to this instability we can say that the order parameter determines the character of the phase transition by the kind of its instability (cf. also Chapter V!).
III.2) Stochastic Treatment
We are not interested in a very accurate stochastic treatment of the reaction scheme in question [37] but rather in a calculation that incorporates the basic features. Starting with the Fokker-Planck equation (18), it is, as already mentioned in Sect. II.3, not sufficient to be contented with the system size expansion because we are willing to do the calculation within a range including also the non-equilibrium phase transition. Therefore, we have to deal with the hierarchy of equations for the moments given by Eqs. (25) and (26) . By using q = x -aro, so that
can be written in the simpler form (a = -A 2 ) v(q) --y.q -</ 3 (43) (for convenience, we choose the scale of the time coordinate so that k^ becomes equal to unity), we get for the lowest moments ^-<q>= -*<q>-<&>, 
Comparing this result with the prior Eqs. (19) and (22), we find that the main difference is due to the time development of the variance a because of its non-linearity. Together with limg(<) = 0, a{t)
<-* oo approaches the limiting value
which reaches its maximum, |l\VD, at the critical point be (=a = 0) and is thus (for finite F!) bounded everywhere (see also [50] ).
ß) Stochastics in the Regime of Bistability
Because of the existence of two steady states for b<bc, here, we are confronted with the problem of metastable states [38, 49, 55] when going into the stochastics. This problem, however, can be roughly attacked by assuming the probability distribution g (q; t) to be a sum of two Gaussian distributions which are displaced from each other [39] : where £>i(g; <) is assigned to the left-hand side and gT{q', t) to the right-hand side steady state. The weight factors ci(£), cT(t) may be defined by
and cT(t) correspondingly. Then, by integration of the Fokker-Planck equation (18), we get the time dependence of c\ (t) by
where qj. Oj are the first and the second moment of Qj(q;t), j = 1, r. (50) In order to decouple q\ and qT, we make the Ansatz
For this doubly peaked distribution g(q: t). the first-moment equation (44 a) becomes
where limr™ci is the amount of "probability T -> 0 mass" that is given from gT(q', t) to gi(q\ t) at point q -qt and time t, and by putting qt into the middle between both steady states, qt -0, we get
After transformation to the variables £T -q -A and Ii = q + A measuring the deviations from the steady states <7 S> + and qs,-, respectively, the firstmoment equations appear as
with Ci = --C\.
dt
In the case of the second-moment equations to be derived from Eq. (44b), we succeed with the corresponding Ansatz where the Qj represent those parts of the variation of qj which are exclusively due to the exchange of "probability mass" between gi{q;t) and gT{q-.t). From the balance equations (cf. Eq. (45 b) and note that both the gj{q~,t) are assumed to be of Gaussian form again). Setting up balance equations now for <q 2 > in the same manner as done for <<?> = cT(t) qT(t) + Ci(£) qi{t) by Eqs. (51), we get for the rate of change of the variances Oj due to the exchange of "probability mass"
:
Transforming again to £ r , f i, we arrive at the secondmoment equations [4] -remember our approximation D(x) -Dwhere F(q) is the generalized thermodynamic potential already introduced in Equation (41). Thus, the limiting distribution has the same inversion symmetry as F(q) has, i.e., the variances of the single Gaussians gr,oo(q), Qi,oo{q) are equal to each other, a T ,oo -<TI,OO, and also the weight factors are c r> oo = ci ; <» = \, whereas the mean values obey the condition | r;00 = -£1,00 • Obviously, in this case, the "probability mass" flow between q t and is balanced, i.e., lim c\ = 0, as can be seen
also directly from Equation (49). From Eqs. (53) and (55), then we get breaks down in the very critical regime because the expressions for f;,oo, (Jj,oo, j = 1, r, become complex numbers within the region 0 < A < |/6Z>/ V. If one wants to get also a description of the nearest neighbourhood of the nonequilibrium phase transition one has to think about better approximations, but this is not necessary in the course of this paper.
y) Time Scales of the Relaxation Process
As a last point, we shortly discuss the different time scale behaviour of the relaxation of g (q; t) to Qooiq). As can be seen immediately from Eqs. (53) and (55) ( or £i,oo(<?)) and ask for the time necessary for o (q; t) to approach the double peaked limiting distribution £>oo(<7), i.e., we ask for the life time of these "almost steady" states (which are metastable because of the stochastics). According to Eq. (49), the mass flow transporting "probability mass" from the initially existing distribution peak to the other peak to be built up, in leading order, is proportional to exp 
III.3. Non-Equilibrium Phase Transition in the Picture of Information Theory
By numerically doing the integration of the differential equations (45) for b>bc, respectively, (49), (53) , (55) for b<bc, and the calculation of the expressions (7), (32) in the same manner as in Sect. II.4 and II.5, we get the information measures J(T/0OO) and J(r/^oo; t -t*) shown in Figs. 4 and 5. These graphs demonstrate the basic features of the second order non-equilibrium phase transition in a unified picture:
1. Within the critical regime, there is a dramatic increase of the averaged information we can detect by measurement, J(T/^OO), i.e., the reaction system here is characterized by "great variability". The reason is that the fluctuations of the X-concentration become large near the critical point.
2. On the other hand, the information conservation measure J[rjgoo', twhich is reduced by the initial value J [rjgoo) in Fig. 5 , decreases more slowly in time t near the critical point than in the region above the phase transition. This has to do with the phenomenon of critical slowing down, i.e., the dynamics of the fluctuations slacken more and more.
3. Below the phase transition, «/(T/OOO) again falls down, but is bounded from below by the level of one "bit" corresponding to the alternative that the system fluctuates -now again in a normal manner as was the case above the critical regionaround either the right-hand side or the left-hand side steady state. and r, we reduced the scales of the time-coordinate and the ^-concentration so that k^l and, respectively, k ( l} become equal to unity (cf. Equation (41)).
Apart from the remarks made within the text, the following facts additionally should be mentioned at this place: 4. Quite analogously, J(T/QOO", t -also decreases more quickly, but lingers at the one-"bit" level and goes to zero only on a larger time scale due to the life time of the metastable steady states.
IV. Degree of Order and Its Meaning for SelfOrganization of Matter
Till now we were interested in a theory for measurement of the quantity of "information": When dealing with stochastic reaction kinetics in some detail up to here, this was only necessary in order to exhibit actual values of the information measures, and their dependences from outer parameters, which we would have obtained when actually doing the corresponding experiments ! Let us now imagine the situation that we are confronted with the curves of the information measures for a special reaction system and that we are asked to characterize the system without using arguments based on stochastic reaction kinetics. This situation is in some way similar to problems in quantum theory and. thus, we shall proceed in a manner which is usual there: we search out "good quantum numbers", i.e., we look for quantities that are conserved. If we neglect the long-timescale (~exp(cF)!) behaviour, for the reaction system (36), we can state: As a function of the B-concentration (and the ^-concentration fixed by Eq. (40)), the system has two phases, the upper one showing no conservation of information, whereas the lower one is able to store just one "bit". Since the quantity "information" contains the structure being present within the system in an integral form (as mentioned in the introduction), in the lower phase regime, there must exist an observable that has two "eigenstates", and the system must be in one of these states. (This is quite analogous to a simple "yes"-or-"no"-alternative stored by the memory of a computer.)
That, however, is all the "information measure" can tell us. If we additionally want to learn what the physical meaning of the observable is and what state is taken on by the system, we have to do further experiments: In the case of the reaction system (36), we already know that the "eigenstates" represent normal fluctuations of the X-concentration around one of the metastable steady states at a time, which have become quasi stable by cutting off the long-time-scale behaviour, and that the quasi-conserved observable can be identified, e.g., with the difference between the actual (metastable) mean value of the X-concentration and the first moment of the truly stationary solution uniquely defined by the boundary conditions :
Q = jq Q } ,oo(q) dq -$ q Qoo(q) dq ,
with j equal to either 1 or r.
I V.l. Self-Organization oj the Reaction System Itself
A chemical reaction system, microscopically, constitutes a many-body problem, and this is manifested by the concentration fluctuations spontaneously arising. On the other hand, in the lower phase regime, there additionally is some kind of cooperativity -as is indicated by the feed-back loops which appear when we translate the autocatalytic reaction step into the language of electrical networks [40] -which instructs the whole ensemble of particles within the reaction volume to perform concentration fluctuations only around one of the steady states. However, from the outside, there is no possibility to prescribe to the system to which steady state it shall go, except if we suspend the requirement of the X-concentration moving freely, for a moment. This (bifurcation) is just one basic feature of selforganization: By going beyond the phase transition, the system becomes cooperative and exhibits corresponding macroscopic and (quasi) stationary inner degrees of freedom. According to an initial fluctuation, the system itself "decides" what state it will approach. Remembering the order parameter concept, we can further state: The onset of cooperativity is indicated by the instability of the order parameter. Because of the symmetry beaking followed by this instability, the phase below the phase transition is called the ordered phase -contrary to the disordered phase above the transition. (For this terminology see also [1, 3, 4 , 36]!) To measure mathematically the degree of the order, i.e., the complexity of the phase structure caused by the symmetry breaking, the multiplicity of the "eigenstates" being possible within the phase, i.e., the exponent of the number of possible "eigenstates", n = 2 V , can be taken, and by this the quantity "degree of order" becomes numerically equivalent to the amount of information being conserved.
IV.2. Organization Induced by the Reaction System; Network Theory
Summarizing the preceding discussion, we can say that, with continuously decreasing 5-concentration (a being fixed and e varying according to Eq. (40)!), the reaction scheme (36) works as a "generator of randomness" with just one alternative. Therefore, this system is suited to do its job as a "switching engine" within a chemical network. For this purpose, the following points are important: i) Since the reaction kinetics of the reaction system (36) shall be unchanged, the other elements of the network must be coupled to that system in a way that the X-molecules take part in the subsequent reaction steps only as catalysers.
ii) As in the case for electrical circuits, also here, adaptation problems are present. They are connected to the slowness of the coupled network elements: If these elements react upon variations of the A-concentration very quickly, the whole network would start to rumble when the fluctuations of the X-concentration become large, i.e., when the "switching engine" goes beyond its phase transition. Or in the language of "information": Because of the constant coupling between "engine" and the other network elements, according to the dramatic increase of the amount of momentary information the reaction system (36) shows within its critical region (as indicated, e.g., by doing the temporally limited measurements by the detector, see Sect. III.3!), the "engine" permanently flings new messages into the network, each message being valid for a time interval at most of order VjD (as follows from the information conservation curves, see also Sect. III.2.y!). However, if the response of the network elements becomes slower and slower, then even in the critical regime, this turbulence within the network diminishes and finally totally disappears, for the same reason that the information measure J (r/^oo) decreases for increasing measurement duration, r, of the detector.
iii) Requiring the network elements to be as slow as to maintain smoothness also in the critical regime of the "engine", we may ask for the amount of variation of the B-concentration necessary for the "switching engine" to be able to organize the network according to its own self-organization, in such a way that each of its "eigenstates" instructs the network to be in a definite constellation determined solely by the "eigenstate" in question. From the considerations concerning the information measure J {t/qoo) of Fig. 4 . for this b-variation, we can estimate a lower bound of the order of J/Dj V . If the characteristic time scale of the coupled network elements, r. however, is much greater than the critical relaxation time of the "engine", r c ~ \/VjD, then this lower bound is also increased, and that by the same law as that of the expression -bit -^c given in the text below Figure 4 .
To be more concrete, we consider a simple network showing already the properties just outlined (see Figure 6 ):
C + D F (production).
(59) H Here, the reaction scheme (36) regulates the production rate of F-molecules via catalysing the substance H which is in turn necessary as a catalyser for the synthesis of C and D into F. In order to stabilize the H-concentration against the X-fluctuations, and hence the rate of the F-production, the rate parameters of the reaction steps (58) must be very small so that the relaxation of the H-concentration, h, given by d -h = k l^H -x-i -kn^-h,
I H. x
A + 2 c.p-i=j~77 c + D -r* F Fig. 6 . A simple chemical network is sketched that contains the one-component reaction system (36) as an "information generator". Explicitely, it should be mentioned that the reaction steps noted in the above diagram generally are not to be read as real chemical reaction steps, but rather as shortened forms which just reflect the dominant processes within the reaction kinetics of a real reaction system. Especially the reaction steps that couple the "information pump" to the "synthesis process" C + D -> F, can possibly represent a chemical system which constitutes again an open system far away from thermal equilibrium itself.
is slower than the critical regime relaxation of the X-fluctuations, i.e., must be of order
\DJV.
Let us try to describe the behaviour of the coupled system (36)-(58)-(59) in words of daily life situations: For 6 > 6 C , the environment is intact and there is no question for the boss ("switching engine") about the production rate. Gradually, the environment goes bad. The boss becomes restless, but still his worries are buffered by the personnel so that the production is not affected. Finally, the situation becomes precarious; the boss has to take his decision, and he does. With some retardation, the personnel adjusts the production rate according to the boss's order.
To tell the truth, there is another difficulty that has to be noted. Till now we treated the process of buffering only by its deterministic reaction kinetics. As already demonstrated in Sect. II, the spontaneous fluctuations of the H-concentration produced within the buffer itself become more and more important with decreasing reaction parameters (see Sect. II.4). We can overcome this problem and make these fluctuations negligibly small compared to the concentration average if we enlarge the partial volume belonging to the buffer so that this volume becomes much greater than the partial volume of the "switching engine". It is, however, beyond the scope of this paper to go into further details of network theory. Therefore, we end the discussion of bistable reaction systems at this point.
V. Oscillating Reaction System with Limit Cycle
A reaction scheme par exellence showing limit cycle behaviour is given by [41] A^X B+X^Y+E 2X+Y^3X X^F
called the trimolecular model or the Brusselator [42] , (For a detailed description of the model see [3, 4, 5] .) But there is a number of other possible reaction systems with two intermediates also exhibiting limit cycles [43] . In this section, we are not interested in the oscillating behaviour of one concrete model system, but rather in the basic components necessary for a limit cycle (for a systematic treatment see also [51] ).
V.1) Superposition of Oscillation and Bistability
To start with, we consider the so-called LotkaVolterra model [44, 45] ALy + X-> 2X,
X+Y->2Y,

BLV + Y ELV
which, in ecology, is well known as a model representing the population dynamics in a predatorprey system [46] . Setting the reaction parameters of the three irreversible reaction steps equal to &LV , the rate equations
dx/dt = ki,y(ax -xy), dyjdt = kLy [xy -by)
admit, except for the trivial solution xo = yo =0, the stationary solution 
in the case of xo = yo, these loops degenerate to simple circles.
Due to the reaction scheme (62 a), none of the concentric loops being possible is distinguished. In order to get a limit cycle, however, this kind of invariance of the reaction system has to be removed, as, e.g., would be the case if some appropriate other reaction steps also become active within the reaction volume, entering into competition with the reaction (62 a). Here, we assume this competitor to be the reaction system already discussed in Section III:
Its influence on the kinetics of the total reaction is quite obvious: the originally closed loops become perturbed, spiral out, and approach a limiting loop (i.e., the limit cycle) that is favoured due to the steady state constellation of the reaction (62b), as to be shown in detail for a special case in the following.
To get a more symmetrical problem, we additionally assume a second competitor analogous to that of (62 b), but acting on the intermediate substance Y,
Furthermore, we adjust the concentrations of the initial and the final substances so that the reactions (62 b) and (62 c) work on their coexistence-lines [cf.
Eqs. (39) , (40) ] and that their unstable (middle) stationary solutions, xo,c and yo,c, respectively, become identical with the coordinates of the center of the Lotka-Volterra reaction, xo and yo, which, in turn, we also require to be equal, Xo -yo-Under these special circumstances, the rate equations of the total reaction system look like (cf. Eqs. (43) where kc is the parameter for the backward reaction of the first reaction step in (62 b), as well as that in (62 c), and co = .
The result of the numerical integration of the differential equations (65) is drawn in Fig. 7 where we used the reduced variables qx = qxjA and qy = qy\A. Reducing also the time variable t by l = a>t, the differential equations (65) then only contain the parameter y -kcA 2 lco. Thus the form of the limit cycle obtained is exclusively determined by this parameter: For small y, the limit cycle almost is a circle (in this regime, the reaction system is dominated by the Lotka-Volterra reaction steps!) whereas it deviates from the circle more and more with increasing y. Furthermore, one can show that the limit cycle becomes unstable at 7c = 2.8 and is replaced by a multistable steady state for y > yc (corresponding to the 4 stable steady states of the combined reaction steps (62 b) and (62c) which are dominant in this region). But a detailed discussion of that kind of non-equilibrium phase transition is beyond the scope of this paper and, hence, we restrict ourselves to values of y smaller than yc.
In order to get differential equations which can be treated by simple analysis, but still give a rough sketch of the limit cycle behaviour obtained in Fig. 7 , we replace qx in the brackets of Eq. (65a) as well as qy in Eq. (65 b) by r =Def j/f/z 2 + qy 2 • As we shall see at once, this implies that the real limit cycle is approximated by a circle of radius A, and the real propagation velocity along the limit cycle, v\\ (cp), by the isotropic oscillation velocity o)A (see Figure 8 ). When introducing the generalized coordinates q+ = qx-\-i(ly and q~ = qx-iqy, the two coupled differential equations decouple into independent equations for the modes q+ and
with t ac = -kcA 2 , r=\q+\ = \q-\. determining the relaxation of r to its stationary solution TQ -A. Here, the quantity r measures the distance of the concentration oscillation from the center, qx -qy = 0, which now has become an unstable focus. Summarizing the considerations above, we can state:
i) The period of the concentration oscillation, T -2jico~l is essentially proportional to the inverse parameter of the reaction steps giving rise to conservative oscillations, . ii) The limit cycle comes into being because of reaction steps showing bistability (trimolecular reactions!), and the diameter of this cycle, in first approximation, is equal to the distance between the corresponding stable steady states. Iii) The time necessary for the concentration oscillation to approach the limit cycle, scales with the inverse parameter of the bistable reaction steps, k~l.
To make the considerations complete, we finally show how the limit cycle originates from a simple initial steady state by a non-equilibrium phase transition. Above the "critical points" of the reaction steps (62b), (62c) (cf. Chapt. Ill), the quantity a c =-kcA 2 In addition to the deterministic description of the preceding section, again, we have to include concentration fluctuations. For this purpose, firstly, we extend the formalism of stochastics reviewed in Chapt. II to two degrees of freedom. Because of the reaction step X -f-Y 2 Y, the master equation [cf. Eq. (12)] now contains not only transitions belonging to creation or annihilation of one molecule of either the X-or the F-substance, but also transitions combining the creation of one F-molecule with annihilation of one X-molecule. Therefore, in generalization of Eq. (12), we get 
-v {R+X + R-X + R+Y + R-Y + R-X,+Y}\x=nxiv,v=nyiv • p{nx,ny-,t) + F {R-x \x=(n x + l)IV, y = n v IV ' P(
n x + 1, ny\ t) + R+x\x=(n x -l)IV, y=n v /V ( 69 ) 'P{nx -1, %; t) + R-Y\x=nxir, y=(n"+l)V' P( n x, % + 1 + R+Y \ X = Bi/V, y = (fly -1 )/V •p{nx,with vx = R+x -R-X -R-X, +Y , Vy = R+Y -R-Y + R-X, +Y , F>x = h (R+x + R-x + R-x, +y), Dy= \ (R+Y + R-Y + R-x, +y) • a
) Moment Equations Above the Phase Transition Point
As in Sect. III.2, also here, it is not sufficient to use the system size expansion for the calculation of the moments of Q (X, y\ t) because then we would get variances diverging at the critical point [26] , thus making the introduced information measures collapse. Therefore, we have to derive the moment equations directly from the Fokker-Planck equation (70): by their values at qx = qy = 0,
where D is the constant already introduced in Sect. III.2 (see Eqs. (44)), and closing up the hierarchy of the moment equations by assuming the probability distribution Q (qx, qy; t) to be of Gaussian form
with q = Def
9(t) =
Qxx Qxy 9xy 9yy
where gr is the inverse of the variance matrix a (t), after some algebra, we finally get the differential equations (ac = -A; c /I 2 ). These coupled non-linear differential equations describe the concentration fluctuations around the focus, q x -q y -0, which is stable within the phase considered here. By the reaction steps responsible for the concentration oscillations, these fluctuations are induced to show some kind of circulating behaviour [26] which, in turn, is just the reason for the coupling between the x-and ^/-components of the mean and the variance. Although we content ourselves with the simplest approximation just guaranteeing a non-absurd result at the critical (phase transition) point, viz., we take only those parts of the fluctuations into account which are of Gaussian form, the mathematics have already become complicated, as is demonstrated by the Equations (74).
Here, we will not go into detailed calculations, but make only two comments. Together with lim qx(t) = lim qy(t) = 0 , t~* oo t-+ oo we can estimate the limiting values of the variance matrix by
where the latter becomes an equality at the critical point. Comparing (75b) with the critical variance due only to the reaction steps giving a phase transition towards bistability (see Eq. (46)), because of D c lk c > D (see Eq. (72)), we find that the average variance per degree of freedom is increased in the combined system treated here. For the limit of vanishing competition between oscillation and the reaction steps (62b, c), k c -> 0, the variance diverges and thus indicates some kind of chaotic behaviour characteristic for the fluctuations of the oscillating Lotka-Volterra reaction itself [3] . The time scale on which the probability distribution {? (qx ,qy',t) approaches the stationary (limiting) distribution is proportional to a c _1 if the system is outside of its critical region. Within that region that time scale is proportional to \/VI(D c k c )
In accordance with the argument above, for every fixed distance from the critical point this time scale also increases with decreasing competition strength, k c .
ß) Rough Approximation within the Limit Cycle Regime
In the region below the phase transition, the concentration fluctuations around and along the limit cycle give rise to a probability distribution of a form like a dike which covers a section of that cycle. Therefore, a Gaussian distribution dependent on the coordinates q x , q y is unsuitable for an approximative procedure within this regime. To have a simple symmetry, we again replace the actual limit cycle by a circle, i.e., we set 
(Here, we used again F -1 ar = (\qr -qr) 2 
>, F-i Gy -((cp q>) 2 }!)
The fluctuation stochastics perpendicular to the limit cycle (represented by Eqs. (78)) are of the same kind as those around the steady state XQ discussed in Chapt. II or the fluctuations around the two steady states xSt + and xs,~ of the bistable reaction system presented in Chapt. Ill in the case of that system being below its phase transition and already well separated from the critical region. Therefore, we can restrict ourselves to the statement that the time necessary for gr{qr\ 0 to relax * For an expansion developed for the very critical region by using scaling-theory arguments, see [52, 53, 54] .
into its stationary limiting distribution gr,<x(qr) scales as (kcA 2 )~l (cf. Section III.2.y).
The stochastics along the limit cycle, however, are of a quite different type. According to the concentration oscillation found within deterministic reaction kinetics (cf. Eq. (67a)), the mean value of g<p{cp;t) moves along the 99-coordinate with constant velocity co (called the orbital revolution). On the other hand, the variance increases linearly in time. This means: if the reaction system starts at time to at cp (to) then the phase at later times is not sharply determined by cp(t) = M (t -to) + cp(to), as predicted by the deterministic theory, but has a Gaussian probability distribution around that value which spreads out more and more as time goes on. Thus the microscopic concentration fluctuations cause a dephasing of the macroscopic concentration oscillation.
In view of the "information measures" introduced which shall be applied also here, we have to ask for the stationary probability distribution. As has already become apparent from the arguments above and from Eqs. The probability distribution for this "modulo-27r-reduced" variable is given by + 00
V --00
and one can show that this distribution tends to g0 0o(0) = 1/271 for t -> 00, i.e., to an equipartition along the limit cycle. Since the corresponding limiting value of the variance is equal to F -1 a 0 oo = I TC 2 , by comparison with Eq. (79), we find that the time necessary for the relaxation of g&(0] t) scales with
As a last point, we remark that the stationary probability distribution found here is not compatible with the usual "condition of detailed balance" [26] . The limiting distribution along the limit cycle, g^ <^(0), rather fulfills the condition For co -0, this equation would be simply a generalized (continuous!) version of the detailed balance condition (14) . But for «4=0, that balance of "probability mass flow" is replaced by an effective overall "probability mass flow" which just corresponds to the orbital revolution of the limit cycle system. (This behaviour is also present in the probabilistic description of one-dimensional disordered systems as, e.g.. electrons in an amorphous material [47] .)
V.3. Conservation of Information
As Avas already the case for the reaction system treated in Chapt. Ill, also here the phase below the critical point will be the only one giving rise to quasi conservation of information. Since the probability distribution g(x,y;t), in this regime, can be written approximately as a product of a radial part or(qr \ t) and an orbital part o0(@; t), the information measures J{r/goo) and J (r/goo', t -t*) split up each into a sum of a radial and an orbital contribution:
J {r/goo) = Jr (r/gr, oo) + J0 (r/g0> oo) , (83 a)
J(t/ooo; t -t*) = Jr{r/gr,oo; t -
This separation is a direct consequence of the information gain property
as can be shown immediately (cf. Eqs. (6), (7), (32)). The radial contributions can be estimated by the results of Sect. III.3 because, as was pointed out in the preceding section, the concentration fluctuations perpendicular to the limit cycle behave as those around one of the steady states of the bistable reaction system, or, what amounts to essentially the same (exept of a factor of 2 in the differential equations for the mean value and the variance of the probability distribution), as those around the single steady state in the upper phase of the reaction scheme (36) In order to clear of the information measures from fast relaxing parts of the fluctuations, we assume the time interval necessary for the measurement of the detector to be of a length r comparable to the critical relaxation time(r^ \ Vj(kcDc)). For this r, the radial contributions Jr(r/g r ,oo) and Jr(r/g r ,oo', t -1%) become totally negligible for all zl-values outside the very critical region so that the information measures now are determined solely by the fluctuations along the limit cycle. The calculation of the expressions </$(r/o0 M ) and ^(r/^ «,: t -t*), however, can not be done in exactly the same manner as in Sects. II.4, II.5 and also III.3, because the time dependence of the variable 0 consists of the macroscopic orbital revolution and the microscopic fluctuations around that macroscopic movement: A detector which measures by the same procedure of averaging as indicated by Eq. (28), would give outputs almost equal to Qo.oo(0) whenever the period of the concentration oscillation, T = 2n/co. is smaller than the duration of the measurement, r. If we want to get an experimental access to the real fluctuations along the limit cycle, the detector rather must be able to compensate for the macroscopic movement (which is totally determined by "deterministic" laws!). Mathematically, this means that the detector measures probability distributions not in the fixed 1x -gyframe, but rather in a q x ' -qy'-frame which rotates with the same angular velocity co as the deterministic concentration oscillations do:
In this rotating frame, the angular phase of the reaction system. 0', fluctuates around a fixed mean value 0' = 0(to) whereas the variance of the corresponding probability distribution g0-(0'',t) increases again linearly in time as already indicated by the second equation of (79). Quite analogously to Eq. (28), the detector measurement during the time interval to < t < to + r will then result in
where the distribution g 0 '(0':t) is fixed by the initial condition
Now doing the further calculations in the spirit of Sects. II.4 and II.5, we finally get
Here, the latter line is an estimate of J (t/qoo ; t -t*) only valid for durations t -t* within which the distributions o&-(0'; t) may still be approximated by Gaussian forms. (As follows from Eq. (81), g0'(0'; t) deviates more and more from a Gaussian distribution when approaching its stationary distribution Q0^oo(0') -\j2n, i.e., when t -t* reaches the order of the relaxation time of g0' (0'; t),
Summarizing the above considerations, we can state:
i) The average amount of information one gets by doing a measurement increases logarithmically with the diameter of the limit cycle, i.e., with increasing distance from the phase transition point. ii) The averaged amount of the information being stored within the reaction system essentially also decays logarithmically with increasing storage time.
Contrary to the bistable reaction system of Chapt. Ill, for which we obtained a distinct separation between the fast and the slow relaxation processes, and were thus led to a natural way of defining quasi conservation of information, the limit cycle system considered here does not have such a sharp separation between different time scales, because the "diffusion process" along the limit cycle which represents the more slowly relaxing parts of the concentration fluctuations, in turn, consists of a whole spectrum of more or less slow relaxation processes: According to Eq. (85b), a large amount of information can be conserved only for a relatively short time, whereas a smaller amount can be stored for a longer time. Therefore, we may define time scales for quasi conservation by asking: "How long is the limit cycle system able to store a certain amount of information ?" From Eq. (85b) we find that the amount of just v "bits" can be stored during a time interval of length AT f^2 -*>-A*VID c .
(86)
In this formula, the factor A 2 VjDc is just the time scale corresponding to the decay of all of the stored information.
F.4. Embedding into a Network
As we did in Chapt. IV, also here, we may ask whether a system of limit cycles is suited to work as an information pump within a chemical network. To be concrete from the beginning, we consider the following situation (cf. If the reaction steps (87a) depend on the X-concentration very sensitively, i.e., if the relaxation time of these reaction steps is much smaller than the period of the X-concentration oscillation, fcfiz, fczil <1 T = 2 71,1 co, by x\ (t) = xo + A cos (co t + 0o, l) and x2 (t) -Xq + A cos (co t -f 0o, 2) the Z-concentration is induced to also perform oscillations with the same period T, but with an amplitude which is proportional to the cosine of half the difference between the phases ofxj anda^: for xi (t) = x2(t) (^0o,i -0o,2 = O) the amplitude is maximal, whereas it vanishes for x\ (t) = -x2 (t) (= j 0o,i -0o,21 = n)-In order to have a smooth production rate of the synthesis (88) even in the regime where the "information pump" (62) shows its critical behaviour, as was already necessary for the network discussed in Chapt. IV, also here, the synthesis process must be coupled to the "information pump" by slow reaction steps which have relaxation times comparable to the critical relaxation time of the limit cycle system, i.e., fcyi^j must beof order J/Vj(Dckc). In this case and for an oscillation period T }/V/(Dckc), the reaction steps (87 b) work as a network element which integrates over the z-oscillation, so that the H-concentration becomes a constant value. Since the rate equation corresponding to Eqs. (87 b) depends on 2 quadratically, the value of A is a function of the amplitude of z(t) and, hence, of the phase difference between the two limit cycles on both sides of the membrane. By this, the production rate of the synthesis process indeed varies according to the information given into the chemical network by the limit cycle elements. Contrary to the network of Chapt. IV, the network system considered here is not able to utilize all the information given by the "information pumps". The reason is that the absolute phase of each of the two limit cycle elements is of no meaning for the production rate of (88), rather only the difference between the two phases is. Thus the amount of information connected to knowledge about the absolute phases is wiped out within the network so that only the information contribution due to the phase difference is of value.
VI. Successive Phase Transitions to Multistable Steady States
The non-equilibrium phase transitions discussed in this paper up to here have in common that they are induced by reaction steps giving rise to bistable steady states (cf. Chapts. Ill and V!). Now it is quite natural to ask what is necessary to obtain further bifurcations of the bistable steady state towards multistable steady states. We shall answer this question only very shortty and, for this purpose, we restrict ourselves to a one-component reaction system and treat it mathematically in its most symmetrical situation.
VI.l. Construction of a One-Component
Reaction Scheme
In the framework of deterministic reaction kinetics, the right-hand side of a rate equation, dx/dt = v(x), which describes a one-component reaction system showing four stable steady states, must have four zero points at which its first derivative has negative values:
In order to guarantee that the reaction system approaches one of these steady states for every initial concentration x(to) 
VI.2. Stochastics and Information Content
Here, we omit a detailed calculation of the stochastics of the reaction system just outlined, because the basic features can be already deduced by simply generalizing the considerations of Sect. III.2: In the regime where zl 2 , <3 2 <0, the probability distribution for the X-concentration, q(x; t), is localized around xq. When going through the upper "critical point", g(x; t) spreads out (the variance enlarges and reaches values of the order j/T) and then decomposes into a doubly peaked distribution characteristic for the zl 2 >0; d 2 <0-regime. As the system approaches the lower "critical point", each of the two peaks again spreads out (the variance of each peak becomes proportional to ]/F) and, beyond the second phase transition, once more decomposes into two peaks, so that g(x;t) is four-peaked in the
In order to get contact with the information formulae, it is necessary to know also the relative statistical weights the single peaks have within the total distribution g(x; t), which are given each by the area covered by (i.e., the integral over) the corresponding peak. As was already the case along the coexistence-line of the reaction system (36) , in the region of bistability, the tAvo peaks of the stationary (limiting) distribution Qoo{x) have the same statistical weight (cf. Sect. 111:2.ß below Eqs. (55)). This, however, is not true for the four peaks of Ooo(^) Avithin the "lowest" phase. From the Fokker-Planck approximation of the limiting 4 . Thus, contrary to the picture supported by the deterministic theory of the preced-ing section, because of its stochastics, the reaction system behaves as an "almost bistable system" also below its second non-equilibrium phase transition. Only in the special case of <3 < A, the weights of the outer and the inner peaks become comparable to each other so that all four steady states (which now are metastable because of the stochastics) are statistically relevant.
In the <5 zl-case, also a qualitative statement about the life-times of the metastable steady states can be made. If the reaction system starts, e.g., at the steady state ;r S) i (or x St2 ), i.e., if o(x; t) has initially only a single peak around x Sf i (or £«,2), this probability distribution then relaxes to a doubly peaked distribution with peaks around x St i and x St What are the consequences for the amount of information being stored ? As was the case for the Schlögl model discussed in Chapt. Ill, also the model system considered here shows a quasiconservation of just one "bit" in the region below its upper phase transition (if we neglect processes on a time scale larger than of order exp(zl 4 F/Z))!). Below the second transition, an additional amount of information becomes quasi-conserved. This additional amount approaches its maximum of one more "bit" in the b Zl-case, but the price to pay for its enlargement up to a full "bit" is that the time scale for its quasi-conservation becomes shortened, viz., exp ((3 4 F/-D).
VI.3. Increasing the Degree of Order by Increasing the Bates of Reactions of Higher Complexity
Contrary to the considerations in Chapts. Ill and V, here, the non-equilibrium phase transitions are imagined to be not induced by changing the concentrations of the initial and final reaction partners, a, b, and e, by control from outside, but rather by varying the reaction parameters k. In order to have some concrete values, we fix a, b. e, and xq by setting each of them equal to 1/5 and assume the second bifurcation to take place when A reaches the value J.ro: We set b 2 = A 2 -(j.ro) 2 . In this special case, the values of the reaction parameters necessary for the reaction system (91) to show phase transitions as outlined in Sect. VI.1, are functions of A which remains the only independent variable. Expanding the k's up to terms quadratic in A and making the A -dependences resulting comparable to each other by dividing each of the Fs by its value at A =0, we get As the result, we can state the following: If the concentrations of the initial and final substances are kept at constant values, the reaction parameters must be changed in order to bring the reaction system (91) through non-equilibrium phase transitions. The direction of the ^-variations has to be such that the relative effectiveness of the multimolecular reactions (compared to that of the basic reaction steps (91.4)!) increases and, what is more that the rate of that increase of effectivity in turn must increase when going from the tri-over the penta-to the heptamolecular reactions. Therefore, the most highly multimolecular reaction steps become most important when bringing the system from its one-steady-state phase across the bistability regime into its four-steady-state phase.
Since multimolecular reaction steps are extremely rare in real chemical reaction systems, the reaction scheme (91) seems to be highly artificial. But to get contact to a more realistic background, we may imagine the multimolecular reaction steps each as a shortened form of a series of bimolecular reactions with catalytic and autocatalytic reaction steps, e.g.,
A+2X->3XoA+X->Y, Y + X-+ 3X.
This is in fact approximately possible if the concentrations of the intermediates dropped in the shorted form have much faster relaxation processes than the JT-concentration so that the x-variable remains the leading variable ("the" order parameter!) within the differential equations describing the reaction kinetics of the full reaction system [4] , Then, in generalization of the model system (91), we can say: If a reaction system shows an evolution process in the sense that, in the course of time, selfproduced catalysers appear which enhance especially the effectiveness of reaction series corresponding to higher multimolecular reaction steps, or which enable more complex reaction steps than those already working, then the reaction system has the possibility to increase the complexity of its steady state constellation by going successively through non-equilibrium phase transitions and, by this, to also increase the information content.
Conclusions and Outlook
After this rather rough speculation about an evolving reaction system with only one order parameter, let us summarize the basic points of this paper.
We tried to find an information concept that includes static as well as dynamic aspects of chemical reaction systems. For that purpose, we defined two information measures, viz., J (a/goo) which denotes the average amount of information one gets by doing a measurement with an detector characterized by the parameter set a, and J{olIQoo', t -t t ) which indicates the conservation of an arbitrary message having once been detected, within the reaction system. These quantities are based on the assumption that the stochastics of the reaction kinetics can be properly described by a Markovian process, which was introduced in Chapt. II by the so called "birth and death" master equation, and which we treated in the FokkerPlanck approximation. The time dependence of the probability distributions governed by that Markovian process was needed to predict theoretically the results the detector possibly will give us by a measurement, whereas the stationary probability distributions, Ooo, which come out as the limiting distributions of the Markovian process, are used, on one hand, as reference distributions necessary in order to express the information gain we get by actually doing a detector measurement and. on the other hand, for averaging over all possible detector outputs. Correspondingly, the information measures contain parameters which characterize the dynamical behaviour of the concentration fluctuations (especially: characteristic relaxation times) and such parameters which represent the steady state behaviour. (Because of their peaked structures, the stationary distributions reflect the steady state constellation determined by the deterministic reaction kinetics of the reaction system!) But, what is the essential point, the information measures defined do not depend on any kind of initial conditions, i.e., the amount of all the information that has to do with a special initial preparation of the reaction system and which, for this reason, is not uniquely determined by the parameters of the reaction system itself, is excluded.
As pointed out in Chapts. Ill to VI, chemical reaction systems are able to store a certain amount of information if they exhibit at least one nonequilibrium phase transition and if they stay in a phase that is separated from the thermal equilibrium regime by such a transition. But in all the cases treated, this was only a quasi-conservation of information, i.e., a conservation during a large, but finite time interval. In order to obtain real information storage without any loss, one has to enlarge the volume of the reaction system to infinity, V -» oo. (Note that the life-times of the metastable steady states go to infinity in this limit so that the steady states become really stable.) However, in the framework of the present paper, this limit is of no concrete meaning because, for V oo, our assumption of a spatially homogeneous reaction system certainly breaks down. This shows the necessity to deal with stochastic reaction kinetics which take into account also the transport of the reaction partners within the reaction volume [48, 3, 4] . Correspondingly, also the information measures then must be generalized so that real space structures can be embraced into the information concept.
Another limitation of the present considerations is the following: We introduced the stochastics not by a projection from the real microscopic (many body) behaviour of the reaction systems, but rather we firstly treated the deterministic reaction kinetics which include as many variables as there are intermediates present (i.e., the many body problem is already reduced to a "few body" problem), and then we introduced stochastics by allowing these variables to fluctuate in the framework of a Markovian process. For an arbitrary reaction system capable of increasing its complexity by successively producing better and better catalysers and autocatalysers, one may presume that the projection from the real microscopics will in general not result in a stochastic process of the Markovian kind. Thus, it should be useful to generalize the information concept also to non-Markovian processes. The main difficulty in doing this, is that there no longer exists a stationary (limiting) probability distribution. A first attempt to overcome this problem will be given in a future communication.
